Abstract-Principal component analysis (PCA) and independent component analysis (ICA) for radiated emissions from printed circuits are critically intercompared, revealing similarities and differences of the extracted components between both methods. The input data in this analysis are measured wideband complex-valued magnetic radiated and evanescent fields with quasi-Gaussian spatial distributions. PCA and ICA lead to similar maps of their components when considered as spatial eigenmodes, but independent components exhibit simpler field structure than principal components.
I. INTRODUCTION
A MAJOR difference between designed antenna arrays and unintentionally radiating circuits or systems is that the electromagnetic (EM) sources of radiation in the latter are typically unpredicted, quasi-random and complex in nature, almost by definition. Under such circumstances, the identification and localization of sources in space-time-frequency based on measured data is a challenging inversion problem that may benefit from efficient stochastic methods. Often, multiple EM sources of emissions may share a common root cause, thus forming clusters. Statistical dependence (with correlation, i.e., linear dependence in particular) between the sources within these clusters is typically a result of latency in the circuit or other effects of propagation and delay.
Unearthing and quantifying interdependencies between EM sources is important because of several reasons. First, it enables conceptual simplification and better understanding of the complex physical radiation pattern in space-time-frequency, by establishing links between different locations, epochs, or frequencies for the circuit. This may lead to a simplified model of the emitters (e.g., empirical eigenmodes [1] , stochastic multipoles [2] , etc.) and to an improved insight into the HF behavior of the circuit, also beyond its intended frequency range. Second, both linear and higher order correlation structure are essential for uncertainty quantification. This is important for the quantified assessment of risk, safety, and reliability associated with extreme field strength and power through associated metrics (e.g., threshold crossings, excursions, etc.) [3] , [4] . In electromagnetic compatibility (EMC), these aspects are relevant to maximum values (e.g., in high-intensity radiofrequency testing), average values (e.g., in certain emission limits), and minimum values (e.g., in communication drop outs due to fading, etc.). Elimination of linear versus higher order dependences through data transformations is the main focus of this paper. Realistic random EM wavefields are typically nonstationary (inhomogeneous) in space and/or time, especially when physical dimensions or signal duration are not exceedingly large compared to the wavelength or period. Functional analytic modeling of correlations then becomes problematic, partially because of the nonuniversality of certain correlation classes and because of the need for their higher order characterization. For example, a 1-D nonstationary random Cartesian field exhibits a 2-D autocorrelation matrix, whence a full 3-D complex-valued vector EM field would require a 12-D autocorrelation tensor for quantifying merely its linear autocorrelation properties. Moreover, since inhomogeneity is a negative statement, departures from homogeneity can arise in many different ways.
A complementary approach consists in performing field decompositions (expansions) in signal space, in order to eliminate linear and/or higher order correlations between components as much as possible. This obviates a need for characterization and modeling of the correlation structure. By using techniques in which the decompositions are data driven, the need for constructing analytical decorrelation transformations is avoided. Two widely used techniques are principal component analysis (PCA) [1] , [5] and independent component analysis (ICA) [2] , [6] for achieving maximally decorrelated or independent transformed data, respectively. Both methods share the common feature of enabling detection and efficient representation of patterns of similarities and differences in space-time-frequency EM emissions data. In a sense, both techniques are complementary [8, Sec. 14.4.1]. While PCA only eliminates linear correlation, ICA minimizes also all higher order correlations. On the other hand, while in ICA circular symmetric source distributions are restricted to be non-Gaussian (except for at most one source), PCA is applicable to any probability density, Gaussian or otherwise. A natural query is, then, whether PCA and ICA provide similar or different components (eigenmodes) as their basis elements. For quasi-Gaussian fields, linear correlation and independence merge whence the two techniques should asymptotically lead to the same sets of modes. Although the complete sets of principal components (PCs) and independent components (ICs) are equivalent for quasi-Gaussian fields (i.e., they form orthogonal or affine (oblique) bases of the signal vector space, respectively), this does not preclude the possibility of differences at the individual PC and IC level.
The objective of this paper is to demonstrate that, for radiated emissions from printed circuit boards (PCBs), such differences indeed exist in this asymptotic case, with ICs typically exhibiting simpler spatial structure than PCs. While the applied core PCA and ICA methods rely on established techniques, the present implementation of ICA specifically excludes PCA as a preconditioning step to ICA, unlike typical implementations. In this way, a clearer separation of the salient features of both methods is achieved, at the expense of a decrease in computational efficiency due to unconditioned matrix use. Emphasis is on the differences in the features of the components. Although we have applied both PCA and ICA previously to simple canonical circuits and more realistic PCBs with complex circuit layout [1] , [2] , here, we focus on the simple circuit in order to demonstrate the distinction between extracted components more clearly. For complex circuits, these differences are harder to discern because of the complexity of the emission patterns themselves. This paper focuses on space-frequency analysis, in view of the continuous wave (CW) excitation of the measured circuit. A comparison between PCA and ICA in the space-time and space-frequency domains for time-varying (nonstationary) emissions from a complex circuit has been given in [7] .
II. COMPLEX PCA Uncorrelated components can be achieved as follows. Let
define the ensemble covariance dyadic of the centered measured field (column vector) X, where † represents Hermitean (complex conjugate) transposition. In practice, C is unknown a priori but can be estimated from different realizations of X forming a data matrix x. The corresponding matrix of centered data is then
T , where the overbar denotes sample averaging and
. This yields the sample covariance matrix
PCA is then achieved by premultiplying Y with the inverse of the diagonal matrix Λ 1/2 formed by the square root of the eigenvalues λ i of C (or, equivalently, of the squared eigenvalues of x based on a singular value decomposition (SVD) of x), i.e.,
This results in C Z ≡ Z Z † = I, as envisaged. Thus, PCA constitutes a straightforward forward transformation X → Y → Z, 1 Depending on whether the realizations (i.e., observations) are arranged as different columns (as here) or rows, Y leads to y or y T , respectively. because Λ(Y ) follows from a one-step matrix transformation. For any given dataset x, the PCs then follow as the eigenvectors of c.
If, in addition, one wishes to simplify the representation of the data (compression, reduction), then the first few eigenvalues and corresponding PCs are retained based on some selection criterion.
III. COMPLEX ICA
Starting from the measured field as a linear 2 superposition of assumed statistically independent field components as EM sources P , these are retrieved via a reverse transformation
where B = A −1 is the decomposition (i.e., source separation) matrix. The latter would be calculable if the superposition (source mixing) matrix A for P were known. However, as only Z is available, both A and P require estimation by ICA. To this end, one may use the kurtosis dyadic
with eigenvalue decomposition
This enables estimating B (and hence, A and P ) as [6] 
In practice, the dependence of K on fourth-order moments makes this method sensitive to sampling effects and outliers. However, if large datasets are available through detailed spatial or spectral field scans, then the "tails" of the distributions should be sufficiently densely populated to warrant using the kurtosis method. This method also does not require the assumption of circularity of the fields or sources. This is particularly beneficial when the in-phase and quadrature (I/Q) component data cannot be acquired separately.
Other ICA techniques exist, e.g., maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) (e.g., [2] ), which is better characterized theoretically and understood statistically. MLE is also more robust with respect to sampling artifacts, at the expense of a more complicated and iterative search algorithm for which ICs may depend on the choice of seed. It is also more versatile by permitting skewed (asymmetric) probability density functions (PDFs) of the sources, while most other implementations of ICA (including information-theoretic metrics-based techniques) rely, explicitly or implicitly, on symmetry of the PDF with Gaussianity as a reference.
IV. DIMENSIONALITY REDUCTION: SELECTING THE EFFECTIVE NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT SOURCES
For the purposes of diagnostics, representation and interpretation, it is often of interest to reduce the space-time-frequency complexity of emitted fields by retaining their most important and/or instructive components (modes). However, it should be emphasized that such data compression is merely an additional aspect of PCA and ICA. For a rigorous equivalence and complete representation (expansion) of the original data, all PCs or ICs should be computed and retained. A first step in identifying groups of independent EM sources is determining the number of such groups. From an EMC perspective, it is of interest to know whether a number of hot spots are all traceable to a single source on board the PCB, or whether each one of them has an independent origin, and hence, requires separate treatment. To this end, an eigenvalue analysis [5] (as also done in PCA [1] ) can be performed to estimate the number of uncorrelated sourcesas a prerequisite and first step for achieving fully independent sources-and reducing the data matrix accordingly.
A PCA decorrelating transform can be (and often is) performed as a first step in iterative ICA in order to extract a signal subspace and to minimize the number of iterations to convergence. However, such a preconditioning favors complete linear decorrelation above nonlinear decorrelation, by enforcing the former before attempting the latter. When full independence of sources is only approximately achieved (e.g., for small dataset sizes), this creates an imbalance of accuracy between the different orders of correlation. Furthermore, preliminary PCA-based truncation on the basis of levels of linear correlation may remove important information on sources that are predominantly higher order correlated. Therefore, in ICA, we shall instead choose to merely restrict the preconditioning to a standardization (or normalization, for square-law EM sources) of the data, without decorrelation.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To compare canonical components of PCA with those for ICA in a practical EMC emissions example, near-field EM emissions from a realistic microstrip inverter circuit designed for operation at 100 MHz were measured using a scanning magnetic field (loop) probe (cf., [1, Fig. 1] showing the PCB and experimental setup). A planar uniform grid of K = 52 × 35 points (cell linear dimensions Δx = Δy = 2.5 mm) was scanned in a parallel plane at 10 mm above the PCB. Measurements of the sampled complex H x and H y components were performed across the 600-996 MHz frequency band in steps of 6 MHz. Full details of the procedure were given in [1] .
A. Stochastic Energy: Relative Fluctuations of Emissions
Valuable information regarding the PDF of the sources can already be inferred from summary statistics of the data. Fig. 1 shows the sample spatial mean m X (x, y), standard deviation s X (x, y), and coefficient of variation n X (x, y) Qualitatively as well as quantitatively, m X (x, y) and s X (x, y) are very similar, as would also be expected for the intensity of a Cartesian component of an ideal random (i.e., statistically isotropic, homogeneous, unpolarized and incoherent) CW field exhibiting a χ 2 2 probability distribution, for which
Nevertheless, some local departures of n X (x, y) from the value one are also witnessed that indicate areas of relatively large fluctuation. This suggests that, across this frequency band, the complex fields can be considered as quasi-Gaussian: values of n X larger than unity suggest a random complex Cartesian field with locally less or more than two effective degrees of freedom for ideal circular fields, respectively, because 
B. Comparison of PCs and ICs
If H x and H y are Gaussian, then statistical independence and uncorrelation are equivalent. Therefore, even though ICA is strictly not applicable to circular Gaussian source distributions, ICs and PCs are expected to match closely when the fields are close to being circular Gaussian. Given the fact that the experimental values of n |H x | 2 and n |H y | 2 match closely the values for underlying circular Gaussian H x and H y over large parts of the scanned area (see Fig. 1 ), close similarities between ICs and PCs may, therefore, be anticipated.
Recall that, unlike for PCs, there is no hierarchy among ICs, which are determined up to an arbitrary permutation and complex scaling factor per component [9] . Therefore, ICs need to be selected from their full set when matching them to selected PCs. To identify the best matching pairs, an automatic selection procedure was performed based on maximizing the correlation coefficient between pairs of any IC map with any PC map, i.e., by finding the specific IC component Y j that, for a given PC component X i , maximizes the value of
. (8) Here, an overbar corresponds to spatial averaging across all K points of the scanned area. Note that PCs and ICs were both calculated with respect to the entire frequency band, hence, no explicit additional averaging of correlation coefficients over frequency is required.
Comparisons between PCs and matching ICs for the first six of the eight dominant PCs for this frequency range are shown in Figs. 2-5 . These figures indicate that PCA and ICA indeed give consistent results, i.e., yielding similar canonical components whenever comparison is indeed fair and applicable. However, ICA tends to favor fewer connected zones ("islands") per IC, The remaining differences between PCs and corresponding ICs can at least in part be ascribed to differences in selection criteria. PCA is rooted in second-order (covariance) analysis and selects components that maximize residual variance (stochastic energy), while ICA in its present implementation (cf., Section III) extracts components on the basis of the kurtosis of the field distribution. Different selection criteria, i.e., other ICA cost functions (e.g., information, entropy, likelihood, etc.) for extracting ICs emphasize different stochastic characteristics at the scanned data points. Depending on the selected criterion, this may lead to further differences in the similarities and differences between PCs and ICs.
Despite the automated matching and selection procedure, some ambiguity remains occasionally, particularly for maps with lower SNR: e.g., IC 24 for Re(H y ) was found to match closest to PC 3 (see Fig. 4 ), while IC 24 for Im(H y ) was paired to PC 6 (see Fig. 5 ). In the present case, the selected spatial IC and PC maps are sufficiently distinct to warrant a manual selection. The selection issue is compounded by the fact that the number of ICs is limited to the number of frequencies (observations), which in this case is significantly smaller than the number of scan locations of the field probe (variables). Therefore, there is then a risk of missing out altogether on computation of certain ICs that may provide a better matching pair for a given PC. This is the case, e.g., for PC 4 of Re(H x ), whose hot spot near (x = 40, y = 20) was not observed in isolation in any of the retained ICs for Re(H x ), with only IC 4 being retained on the basis of the matching cold spot near (x = 1, y = 10) (see Fig. 2 ).
Finally, PCs and ICs were also extracted for separated (realvalued) I and Q field data and found to produce identical maps. Since the adopted ICA implementation applies to both complex circular and noncircular data alike, this does not provide information on the circularity of the source fields, which must be tested separately.
Compared to ICs for intensities |H| 2 [2, Fig. 4(a) ], a considerably larger proportion of ICs for the complex-valued fields H x,y no longer exhibit isolated or conglomerated peaks forming spiky patterns (i.e., noisy PCs with few isolated peaks; not shown) but adhere more closely to the directly measured field scan patterns. Nevertheless, noisy ICs still make up a dominant proportion of the overall set of ICs. Thus, while spiky ICs represent strongly localized basis functions for the magnetic intensity, the nonlocal ICs for fields are spatially more extent. The reason may be the larger proportion of quantitatively similar field values compared to their squared magnitudes showing greater spatial variation.
Further analysis was also performed at higher frequencies (not shown), where larger deviations from Gaussianity of H x and H y were observed for this experimental setup, based on calculated values of n X . This was confirmed by larger discrepancies between PCs and ICs and their lower intercorrelations: whereas PCs are characterized by smaller but connected subregions within the dominant PCs, the ICs nearly always exhibit the characteristic spikiness [2] , but often with clusters of isolated peaks within an IC. The manual selection of matching pairs of PCs and ICs then becomes increasingly difficult.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a comparison between principal and independent components for complex-valued quasi-Gaussian fields was presented. Both types of decomposition were applied to spatially scanned magnetic fields for emissions from a realistic printed RF circuit across a wide frequency band. It was shown that, in general, consistency between both techniques is achieved when the wideband Cartesian fields follow Gaussian statistics closely (but not perfectly, in order to still enable ICA to be performed), with spatial maps of dominant PCs and ICs agreeing closely. Whenever the number of observations is allowed to be kept to manageable proportions, most PCs can be mapped to corresponding ICs within a restricted subspace. However, some notable differences between some PCs and ICs occur, typically with PC maps being a superposition of more elementary IC maps. This is at least partially due to the differences in selection criteria (cost functions and statistics used for component selection) between PCA and ICA.
Further investigation is needed to establish to what extent the kurtosis-based implementation of ICA used in our study leads to similar or different ICs-and their similarity to PCs-when using other ICA selection criteria, in the framework of radiated EM emission patterns. Since different ICA implementations start from different assumptions about the statistics of the data, these should of course be checked first and foremost to lead to a correct selection of implementation method. The difficulty is that experimental data always show deviations from these ideal conditions. Hypothesis testing on these conditions may still lead to multiple implementations becoming applicable. Until a truly blind and unified approach to complex-valued ICA becomes available (i.e., without any starting assumptions), such preliminary testing and classification is recommended. Alternatively, if I/Q components of sources are individually accessible in the measured data, real-valued ICA on these separate components does not require assumptions on the circularity of the field.
